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Abstract� We present the semantics of the annotations pcall and fork
for parallel evaluation of Scheme� Annotated programs are proved to be
behaviourly indistinguishable from their nonannotated counterparts� even
in the presence of �rstclass continuations and sidee�ects� The semantics
takes the form of an abstract machine� which can be regarded as a guideline
for an implementation�

� Introduction

Parallelism is usually considered as a promising way of speeding up the execution of
programs� Nevertheless� the adjunction of several processors does not immediately
guarantee a speedup of programs execution� Indeed� overheads due to synchro�
nisations� process forking� and information copying and sharing can increase the
execution time� In this perspective� the design of programming languages support�
ing parallelism and able to tame parallel architectures has become an important
research subject� especially since parallel computers are more frequent and cheaper�

Functional languages allow the programmer to specify his programs at a rather
high level of abstraction because they relieve him from the burden to consider the
intricate details of the architecture running the program �for instance� by the �rst�
class citizenship of objects� or by automatic memory management�� In this paper� we
consider mostly�functional programming languages like Scheme ���	 and Standard
ML of New Jersey �
	� which provide side�e�ects and �rst�class continuations in
addition to the purely functional style� These �e�ects provide more expressiveness
in the sense that programs using e�ects contain fewer programming patterns than
equivalent programs in less expressive languages �conciseness conjecture ��	��

In addition� functional programming languages are good candidates to specify a
parallel execution� indeed� the applicative style naturally allows function arguments
to be evaluated in parallel before application�

The kind of parallelism that we study for these languages is based on anno�
tations by which the programmer points out the parts of the program that can
be evaluated in parallel� By de�nition� annotations must be transparent � that is�
annotated terms must return the same� result as in the absence of annotations�
This approach to parallelism is certainly compatible with the high�level abstraction
of functional languages� Indeed� transparent annotations avoid the programmer to
concentrate on parallelism�speci�c problems such as dead�locks� race conditions�
and non�determinism�

In addition� a new programming methodology is not required to design annota�
tion�based parallel programs since functional programs can be written traditionally

� The formulation �returns the same result� is intuitive� but it should preferably be re
placed by �behaviourly indistinguishable� or �observationally equivalent��



and annotated afterwards only� The task of annotating programs� however� should
not be underestimated because it controls the amount of parallelism that can be
created at run�time and the speculative character of this parallelism�

Another advantage of this approach is the reusability of code� annotated pro�
grams can still run sequentially� and sequential programs can be �upgraded to
parallelism by annotating them�

It could be argued that such a high�level approach is not adapted to maximally
utilise the parallel computing power of a machine� However� the ease of develop�
ment compensates for this drawback� Furthermore� we consider that annotations
are particularly suitable for coarse�grain parallelism�

The novelty of this paper is not to propose new annotations but to provide a
semantics and a correctness proof for an annotated idealised version of Scheme with
�rst�class continuations and side�e�ects� We consider the annotations pcall and
fork� informally described as follows� An expression �pcall M N� evaluates M and
N in parallel and then applies the value of M on the value of N� Such an expression is
called a parallel application and is equivalent to a sequential application �M N�� An
expression �begin �fork M� N� also evaluates the expressions M and N in parallel�
it is behaviourly indistinguishable from �begin M N��

Providing transparent annotations is not trivial� especially in the presence of
e�ects ��rst�class continuations or side�e�ects�� Indeed� it is possible to write pro�
grams using e�ects such that their values depend on the evaluation order� These
programs become non deterministic if execution is parallel and if e�ects are uncon�
trolled� The following two examples illustrate the point�

�call�cc �lambda �k� �pcall �k �� �k ����� ���
�let ��x ���
�pcall list �begin �set� x �� x ��� x� ���

�begin �set� x �� x ��� x���

The expression ��� returns 
� �� or even both of them ���	� and the expression
��� returns �� 	�� �	 ��� or even �� ��� �	 	�� if execution is interleaved� Even
though these programs are simple� they re�ect race�condition problems that are
frequent in traditional parallel programming languages and that we want to avoid
by annotation�based parallelism�

Research on annotation�based parallelism was pioneered by Baker� Hewitt ��	�
and Halstead�s MultiLisp �

	� Most research on this subject dealt with the imple�
mentation of a language with annotations for parallelism� and practice has been
ahead of theory in this �eld for a long time �

� 
�� �
� 
�� �� 
�� 
�	� Recently
only� Flanagan and Felleisen proposed a semantics of future in a purely functional
language� On the other hand� the authors of the present paper ���� 
�� �
	 de�ned
a semantic framework for the annotations pcall and fork in a functional language
with �rst�class continuations� Here� we generalise the semantics proposed in ��
	 to
side�e�ects�

It is rather obvious that preserving the sequential semantics of an annotated pro�
gram with e�ects requires synchronisations between computations� The goal of this
paper is to design a semantics that introduces as few synchronisations as possible
so that parallelism can exist� It has been observed that mostly�functional programs
use e�ects in a local way ���	� e�g� continuations are captured and invoked inside
a function� or side�e�ects are performed locally in a function� The semantics that
we propose o�ers parallelism when e�ects remain local� an expression e� is allowed
to run speculatively in parallel with an expression e� as long as e� cannot observe
e�ects performed by e� on data�structures �or continuations� accessible to both



of them� Furthermore� we consider that our semantics is a suitable basis for fur�
ther optimisations by program analysis �e�g� by detecting write�write or read�write
con�icts�� This aspect will be developed later in the paper�

The main contributions of this paper are�


� We formalise the semantics of the annotations pcall and fork in the presence
of both side�e�ects and �rst�class continuations� This is the �rst time that both
e�ects are simultaneously considered in an approach to parallelism by annota�
tions�

�� We de�ne an abstract machine� called the PCKS�Machine� able to execute pro�
grams annotated by pcall and fork in parallel� Although preliminary versions
of this machine were proposed in �
�� �
	� the version described here is reorgan�
ised so that sequential programs can be executed on this machine as e�ciently
as on a sequential machine�

�� By the proof of correctness of the PCKS�Machine� we can show that the PCKS�
Machine is a possible parallel implementation of Felleisen� Sabry� and Hieb�s
�v�CS�calculus ��� ��	� a calculus for state and continuations�

This paper is organised as follows� The PCKS�Machine is described in Section ��
its formal properties and proof of correctness are stated in Section �� A discussion
of the proposed semantics and a comparison with related work follow in Section ��
Appendix A contains a major Lemma used in the correctness proof�

� The PCKS�Machine

Felleisen and Friedman ��	 proposed the CK�Machine to evaluate sequential func�
tional programs with �rst�class continuations� it is characterised by a control string
�C� and a continuation �K�� The control string is the term being evaluated and the
continuation represents the operations that remain to be performed after evaluating
the current control string�

The PCKS�Machine is an extension of the CK�Machine to parallelism� it models
a MIMD architecture with a shared memory� Its computational state is described by
a set of processes running in parallel �P�� each process is a CK�con�guration �CK�
and has access to a shared memory �S�� The PCKS�Machine is described below in
three di�erent sections according to the subset of the language to evaluate� purely
functional� with �rst�class continuations� and with side�e�ects�

��� Purely Functional Subset

In this paper� we consider �u� an idealised version of Scheme� of which the syntax
is displayed in Figure 
� User terms are composed of values� sequential applications
�X X�� and parallel applications �pcall X X�� We consider the annotation pcall only
because fork can be de�ned a follows�

�begin �fork M� N� � �pcall �begin M ��x�x�� N��

with �begin M N� � ��d�N� M with d �� FV �M�� We adopt Barendregt�s ��	
De�nitions and Conventions on free and bound variables� We de�ne a program as
a user term without free variable� Figure � contains the transition rules to evaluate
the functional subset� the �rst set of rules deals with sequential evaluation� while
the second set deals with parallel evaluation�

A PCKS�con�guration describes the computational state of the PCKS�machine�
it is composed of a set of processes P and a store �� Processes can be active or dead �
An active process is de�ned by a CK�con�guration composed of a control string�
i�e� a term M to evaluate� and a continuation � representing what remains to be



performed after obtaining the value of M � On the other hand� dead processes are
represented by hz� �stop�i� � these are processes that have completed the evaluation
of an expression and that have nothing left to do�

M � �pcks ��� V j �M M� j �pcall M M� �Term�
V ��� c j x j ��x�M� j hco �i j b j �setref� V � �Value�
c ��� a j d �Constant�
b � Box ��� hbx s�� �bi �Box�
d � D ��� callcc j makeref j deref �Distinguished Constant�

j setref� j void
A ��� c j Procedure j Continuation j Box �Answer�
s� ��� �� j cons���m� �n�� s�� �Spine of Continuation�
X � �u ��� Vx j �X X� j �pcall X X� �User Term�
Vx ��� c j x j ��x�X� �Syntactic Value�

� ��� h�� �i �Expression Continuation�
� ��� �initp� j �� fun V � j �� arg M� j �� left��m� �n�M�� �Local

j �� unbox���� j �� setbox��� V �� Continuation�
� ��� �init� j �� right��m� �n�� �Synchronising Continuation�

M ��� hP� �i �PCKS�con�guration�
p � P ��� hM��i� j hz� �stop�i� �Process�
� � Loc� Contents �Store�

Contents ��� V j � j hsco hco �i V i �Store Content�
j hsubx � bi
j hssbx � b V i

Loc � Locl � Locr � Locb �Location�

a � K � Constant
x � V ar � Variable
	 � Pid � Process Identi�er
�m � Locl � Left Location
�n � Locr � Right Location
�b � Locb � Box Location

Unload � V � � A
Unload�c	 � c

Unload��x�M 	 � Procedure
Unload�hco �i	 � Continuation

Unload�hbx s�� �i	 � Box

Fig� �� State Space of PCKS�Machine

For the purpose of e�ciency�� the continuation � of a process is structured in
two components� h�� �i� The component �� called the local continuation� represents
what remains to be performed by the process before having to synchronise with
other processes� The component �� called the synchronising continuation� represents
what remains to be performed when a process has obtained a value� As a result the
computation that is yet to be performed after evaluating an expression is given
by the succession of actions denoted by � and �� Continuations can be seen as
record�like data�structures called continuation codes �

� In earlier versions of the PCKSMachine ���� ���� continuations were not composed of
two components�



h�M N�� h�� �ii�
cks
�� hM� h�� arg N�� �ii� �operator�

hV� h�� arg N�� �ii�
cks
�� hN� h�� fun V �� �ii� �operand�

hV� h�� fun �x �M�� �ii�
cks
�� hMfV�xg� h�� �ii� ��v�

ha�� h�� fun a�� �ii�
cks
�� h��a� a��� h�� �ii� ���

h�pcall M N�� h�� �ii�
cks
�� f hM� h�� left��m� �n�N��� �ii� � �pcall�

hN� h�initp�� �h�� �i right��m� �n��ii�i g

with �m� �n �� DOM�	�� a new 
i � Tid

hV� h�initp�� �h�� �i right��m� �n��ii�
cks
�� hy� �stop�i� �	��n � V � if 	��m��� �stopr�

hV� h�initp�� �h�� �i right��m� �n��ii�
cks
�� hV� h�� fun 	��m��� �ii� �	��n � V � if 	��m���� �retr�

hV� h�� left��m� �n�N��� �ii�
cks
�� hy� �stop�i� �	��m � V � if 	��m��� � 	��n��� �stopl�

hV� h�� left��m� �n�N��� �ii�
cks
�� h	��n�� h�� fun V �� �ii� �	��m � V � if 	��m��� � value��	��n�� �ret��l�

hV� h�� left��m� �n�N��� �ii�
cks
�� hN� h�� fun V �� �ii� if 	��m���� �ret�nl�

Fig� �� PCKS�Machine� Purely Functional Subset

In order to specify the legal transitions between con�gurations of the PCKS�
machine� we �rst de�ne the CKS�transition as a relation on processes �represented
by CK�con�gurations� and stores �S��

De�nition � �CKS�transition� A CKS�transition is a relation hp� ��i
cks
�� hP� ��i�

which associates a process p and a store �� with a set of processes P and a store
��� �

The applicability of a CKS�transition can depend on the content of the store� and a
CKS�transition can update the store �hence the returned store ���� Furthermore� a
CKS�transition produces a set of processes� because new processes can be created
�by the pcall�construct�� We assume that CKS�transitions are performed atomically �
We can now de�ne a transition and the evaluation relation of the PCKS�Machine�

De�nition � �PCKS�transition� There is a transition between two PCKS con�
�gurations M� � hP�� ��i and M� � hP�� ��i� written M� ��pcks M�� if there



exists a process p and a set of processes P such that hp� ��i
cks
�� hP� ��i with p � P�

and P� � P� n fpg � P � �

The evaluation relation of the PCKS�Machine can now be formalised�

De�nition � �evalpcks� The evaluation relation is de�ned for a programM and the
value is A� written evalpcks�M� � A� if there exists a �nal con�guration Mf that
contains a process of the form hV� h�initp�� �init�ii� � and such that� for the initial
con�guration Mi � hfhM� h�initp�� �init�ii��g� �i� we have Mi ���

pcks Mf � with

Unload�V 	 � A� �

First let us describe the transitions for evaluating sequential terms� Rules opera�
tor and operand adapted from the CK�Machine force a left�to�right evaluation order
of application subexpressions� If a sequential application �M N� is the control string
of a process� rule operator yields a con�guration whose control string is the operator
M � and whose local continuation � is extended by a code arg N � indicating that
the operand N remains to be evaluated� When a value for the operator is obtained�
rule operand transforms the process into a con�guration whose control string is the
operand N � and whose local continuation is extended by the code fun V � after
having removed the code arg N � The code fun V means that the value V has still
to be applied on the value of the current control string�

Applications can be performed by rules �
v� or ���� The former implements the
call�by�value 
�reduction ���	� where MfV�xg denotes the substitution of V for x in
M � Rule ��� performs the ��reduction� that is� it applies the functional constant a on
the constant a�� If a program contains sequential applications only� the component
� of the continuation constantly keeps the value �init��

If the control string of a process is a parallel application �pcall M N�� a new
process is created� with a fresh process identi�er 	i� The control string of the new
process is the operand N � the � component of its continuation is a code right indi�
cating that the expression being evaluated is the operand of a parallel application�
and the � component is �initp� meaning that after evaluating N there remains
nothing to do locally� The control string of the process 	 becomes the operator
M � and its local continuation left indicates that it is the operator of a parallel
application� The reader should notice that a code left is in the grammar of local
continuations� while a code right is in the grammar of synchronising continuations�

In addition� both codes left and right contain two freshly allocated locations
�m and �n� Initially� the contents of these locations is empty� which is represented
by �� The locations �m and �n are intended to receive the values of M and N �
respectively� Not only do they serve as temporary �bu�ers to receive the values�
but also are they used for synchronising the processes evaluating the operator and
the operand as explained below�

After a transition pcall� the evaluations of M and N can proceed in parallel�
which is modelled by an interleaving of their transitions� Either the operator or the
operand terminates �rst� Let us examine the latter case� a symmetric explanation
follows for the former�

A process has evaluated the operand of a parallel application� if its control string
is a value and its synchronising continuation is a code right� It has access to the
content of the location �m that appears in its continuation� If location �m is empty
�rule stopr�� it means that the operator is not evaluated yet� and the application
cannot be performed� so� the process evaluating the operand must be stopped� which
is represented by the dead process hz� �stop�i� � On the contrary� if the location �m
contains a value� this value is the value of the operator� and it can be applied on the



value of the operand as indicated by retr� In both cases� the location �n is updated
with the value of the operand� Rules stopl and ret��l deal with the symmetric case�

Let us note that there is an occurrence of the operand N of a parallel application
in the local continuation of the operator� which is of the form �� left��m� �n� N���
Its role as well as rule ret�nl will be explained in the sequel�

��� First�Class Continuations

Figure � displays how the PCKS�Machine can be extended to support �rst�class con�
tinuations� The set of terms is extended by a distinguished constant callcc� which
is the primitive used to capture �or reify� a �rst�class continuation �it corresponds
to call
with
current
continuation in Scheme ���	�� In addition� an object rep�
resenting a �rst�class continuation is added to the set of values� It is of the form
hco �i where � is an expression continuation� and co a tag distinguishing �rst�class
continuations from any other object� such object is usually called a continuation
point ��	� Furthermore� locations� which could either contain values or be empty�
can now accept a data�structure whose role is described below� while commenting
the transition rules�

hV� h�� fun callcc �� �ii�
cks
�� hhco h�� �ii� h�� fun V �� �ii� �capture�

hV� h���

fun hco h�� �ii�� ��ii�
cks
�� hV� h�� �ii� if h�� �i w h�initp�� ��i �invoke�

hV� h���

fun hco h�� �ii�� �h���� ��i right��m� �n��ii�
cks
�� hV� h����

fun hco h�� �ii�� ��ii� �prune�invoke�

if 	��m���� � h�� �i �w h�initp�� �h���� ��i right��m� �n��i

hV� h���

fun hco h�� �ii�� �h���� ��i right��m� �n��ii�
cks
�� hy� �stop�i� �	��n � hsco hco h�� �ii V i� �suspend�invoke�

if 	��m��� � h�� �i �w h�initp�� �h���� ��i right��m� �n��i

hV� h�� left��m� �n�N��� �ii�
cks
�� hV�� h�� fun hco h��� ��ii�� �ii� �	��m � V � �resume�invoke�

if 	��n� � hsco hco h��� ��ii V�i � 	��m���

Fig� �� PCKS�Machine� First�Class Continuations

Rule capture de�nes the behaviour of the primitive callcc� When callcc is ready
to be applied on a value as in the process hV� h�� fun callcc �� �ii� � rule capture
packages up the local continuation � and the synchronising continuation � as a �rst�
class object hco h�� �ii� This continuation point has the same status as a numerical
value� that is� it can be passed to or returned by functions� and stored in data�
structures� Furthermore� a �rst�class continuation can be applied on a value� which
is called invoking the continuation on a value� Rule invoke speci�es the behaviour



of continuation invocation� Assuming that the side�condition is satis�ed �we will
describe it later�� the e�ect of invoking a continuation hco h�� �ii on a value V is to
replace the continuation of the call� i�e� h��� ��i� by h�� �i�

Invoking a continuation in a parallel environment is a delicate operation �
��
��� 
�	� Indeed� let us again consider the �rst example presented in Section 
� An
unrestricted use of rule invoke� can produce the answers 
 and � for the expression
�callcc �k��pcall �k 
� �k ����� where the �rst�class continuation k is invoked on 

and � in parallel� Rule invoke without side�condition is unsound because pcall is no
longer an annotation for parallelism�

As in previous papers ���� 
�� �
	� our approach for invoking continuations is
the following� a continuation can be invoked only if it can be proved that its invo�
cation does not infringe the sequential semantics� This approach is usually called
non�speculative invocation� it essentially consists in waiting for the values of some
expressions that should be evaluated before the invocation in a left�to�right evalua�
tion order� The challenge is to wait for the values of aminimal number of expressions
so that execution can indeed proceed in parallel� while still preserving the sequential
semantics�

Generally� the current continuation of a process and the invoked continuation
have a common pre�x� Hence� invoking a continuation is equivalent to removing a
su�x of the current continuation� and to replacing it by a su�x of the invoked con�
tinuation� This notion of pre�x can be formalised by the relation �is an extension
based on the relations� ��extension and ��equality�

De�nition � ���Extension� A continuation �� is a �one�step� ��extension of a
continuation ��� written �� �� ��� if one of the following equations holds�

�� � ��� fun V �� �� � ��� unbox �����
�� � ��� arg N�� �� � ��� setbox��� V ��

The relation ��extension is the re�exive� transitive closure of �one�step� ��extension
and is written �� w� ��� �

De�nition 	 ���equality� A continuation �� is equal to a continuation ��� �� �
�

�� if �� � �init� and �� � �init��
or if �� � �� right��m�� �n���� �� � ��� right��m�� �n���� and �m� � �m��

�

Note that equality on ��continuations requires to compare locations �not their con�
tents in shared memory�� or two initial continuations�

De�nition 
 �Extension� Let � be the store of a given PCKS�con�guration� A
continuation h��� ��i is an extension of a continuation h��� ��i� written h��� ��i w
h��� ��i� if �� w� �� and �� �

� ��� or if �� � �� right��m� �n��� and � w h��� ��i� �

In a parallel setting� the dangerous operation is to delete a su�x of the cur�
rent continuation because this can discard an uncompleted computation that can
potentially escape and that should have been evaluated before the invocation in a
left�to�right evaluation order� Rule prune�invoke handles the operation of deleting
the su�x of a continuation� In the left�hand side of rule prune�invoke� the contin�
uation of the call of hco h�� �ii has a local continuation �� and a synchronising
continuation �h���� ��i right��m� �n��� The local continuation �� can be discarded

� Rule invoke without sidecondition is the rule used in the CKMachine ���� modulo the
reorganisation of the continuation in two components�

� The De�nition � already contains continuation codes related to sidee�ects�



because it was produced by a sequential �left�to�right order� evaluation� On the
contrary� the code right��m� �n� can be deleted only if the corresponding operator
of the parallel application has completed its execution� Indeed� if the operator has
returned a value� it will not be able to escape� The operator is already evaluated
if its associated location �m is not empty� If this condition is not satis�ed� the
invocation must be temporarily suspended until the operator yields a value� Rule
suspend�invoke stops a process invoking a continuation in the operand of a parallel
application when the operator is not yet evaluated� In order to remember that we
tried to invoke a continuation� a data�structure containing the continuation and the
value on which it was invoked is stored in location �n� The invocation is resumed
as soon as the operator yields a value� which is detected by rule resume�invoke� Let
us notice the e�ciency gained by the organisation of a continuation in two compo�
nents� rule prune�invoke can delete a local continuation �� in a single step� without
considering each code composing ���

A succession of prune�invoke� suspend�invoke� and resume�invoke safely deletes
a su�x of the current continuation such that the current continuation becomes a
pre�x of the invoked continuation� More precisely� the synchronising component of
the current continuation becomes a pre�x of the invoked continuation� This situ�
ation� detected by the side�condition of invoke� is the state in which we would be
if evaluation had been from left to right� So� rule invoke can replace the current
continuation by the invoked one�

First�class continuations have an unlimited extent� that is� they can be invoked
as long as they remain accessible� So a same �rst�class continuation can be invoked
several times� In the sequential semantics� the continuation of an operator is of
the form arg N � If it is captured and invoked several times� rule operand forces
the reevaluation of N for every invocation� The parallel semantics must behave
similarly� Hence� rule ret�nl detects that a value has already been returned to the
continuation of the operator and forces the reevaluation of the operand N � which
appears in code left��m� �n� N��

��� Side�E�ects

As an illustration of the programming style that can be adopted with �rst�class
continuations as de�ned in Section ���� let us extend our language with side�e�ects
while still preserving the transparency property of annotations for parallelism� We
assume that three new primitives are provided� �new� returns a fresh uninitialised
location� �unsafe
deref loc� reads the content of location loc� �unsafe
setref�
loc V� sets the content of location loc to the value V�

The last two primitives are �unsafe because they can break the transparency of
annotations for parallelism� Figure � displays three functions concerned with side�
e�ects� The function makeref returns a box object� which contains a continuation
and a freshly allocated location� The continuation applies a thunk and passes its
value to the continuation of the call of makeref� The function deref returns the
content of the box received in argument� The function setref� requires a box and
a value V in argument� and sets the content of the location contained in the box
with the value V �

Unlike unsafe
deref and unsafe
setref�� deref and setref� are safe be�
cause they preserve the transparency property of annotations for parallelism� In�
deed� dereference and assignment are only performed after invoking the continuation
that existed when the box was created� This ensures that dereference �or assign�
ment� of a box is only performed by the leftmost expression that has access to this
box� that is� the one that would be evaluated �rst in a left�to�right evaluation order�



�define�structure �box cont loc��

�define �makeref V�
��call�cc �lambda �k�

�let ��loc �new���
�unsafe�setref� loc V�
�lambda �� �make�box k loc�������

�define �deref box�
�call�cc �lambda �k�

��box�cont box� �lambda ��
�k �unsafe�deref �box�loc box��������

�define �setref� box V�
�call�cc �lambda �k�

��box�cont box� �lambda ��
�unsafe�setref� �box�loc box� V�
�k void������

Fig� �� First�Class Locations

Figure � illustrates the power of �rst�class continuations in the parallel frame�
work� they are used to synchronise processes according to the sequential evaluation
order� However� this implementation of boxes is quite expensive because it requires
to capture a continuation for every created box� and it requires to capture a con�
tinuation and to invoke two continuations for every access to a box� In Figure �� we
present a new set of rules for the PCKS�Machines� which deal with side�e�ects in a
more e�cient way �although based on the same general principle��

In Figure �� the set of terms is extended with a new value� which is a box object
hbx s�� �bi� where bx is a tag identifying all the boxes� � is a location containing
the value given to the box� and s� is the spine of a continuation� The spine of a
continuation is a list of location pairs ��m� �n� collected from the synchronising
components of a continuation as follows�

De�nition � �Spine� The spine s� of a continuation � is de�ned by the function Sp�

Sp�h�� �init�i� � ��

Sp�h�� �� right��m� �n��i� � cons���m� �n��Sp����

�

The spine of a continuation contains the locations needed to determine whether
this continuation is an extension of another one� The length of a spine is given by
the number of nested parallel calls in operand position�

Three new distinguished constants represent the operators o�ered to the pro�
grammer to manipulate boxes� Since setref� is a binary function� and all functions
are curried� we consider �setref� V � as a value as well� The constant void is the value
returned after an assignment�

Rule makeref is the counterpart of rule capture� both rules create a �rst�class
object� Roughly speaking� rule makeref implements the function makeref of Figure
�� It passes the continuation of the call of makeref a new box� with a freshly allocated



hV� h�� fun makeref�� �ii�
cks
�� hhbx Sp�h�� �i�� �bi� h�� �ii� �	��b � V � with �b �� DOM�	� �makeref�

hhbx s�� �bi� h�� fun deref�� �ii�
cks
�� hhbx s�� �bi� h�� unbox�h�� �i��� �ii� �deref�

hhbx s�� �bi� h��
�

unbox�h�� �i��� ��ii�
cks
�� h	��b�� h�� �ii� if s� w �� �unbox�

hhbx s�� �bi� h��
�

unbox�h�� �i��� �h���� ��i right��m� �n��ii�
cks
�� hhbx s�� �bi� h��

��

unbox�h�� �i��� ��ii� �prune�unbox�

if 	��m���� � s� �w �h���� ��i right��m� �n��

hhbx s�� �bi� h��
�

unbox�h�� �i��� �h���� ��i right��m� �n��ii�
cks
�� hy� �stop�i� �	��n � hsubx h�� �i hbx s�� �bii� �susp�unbox�

if 	��m��� � s� �w �h���� ��i right��m� �n��

hV� h�� left��m� �n�N��� �ii�
cks
�� hhbx s�� �bi� h�� unbox����� �ii� �	��m � V � �resume�unbox�

if 	��n� � hsubx � hbx s�� �bii � 	��m���

hhbx s�� �bi� h�� fun setref��� �ii�
cks
�� hsetref��hbx s�� �bi� h�� �ii� �setref�

hV� h�� fun setref�
�hbx s�� �bi�� �ii�

cks
�� hhbx s�� �bi� h�� setbox�h�� �i� V ��� �ii� �setref��

hhbx s�� �bi� h��
�

setbox�h�� �i� V ��� ��ii�
cks
�� hvoid� h�� �ii� �	��b � V � if s� w �� �setbox�

hhbx s�� �bi� h�� setbox��� V ��� �h��� �i right��m� �n��ii�
cks
�� hhbx s�� �bi� h��

�

setbox���V ��� �ii� �prune�setbox�

if 	��m���� � s� �w �h��� �i right��m� �n��

hhbx s�� �bi� h�� setbox��� V ��� ���

right��m� �n��ii�
cks
�� hy� �stop�i� �	��n � hssbx � hbx s�� �bi V i� �susp�setbox�

if 	��m��� � s� �w ���

right��m� �n��

hV� h�� left��m� �n�N��� �ii�
cks
�� hhbx s�� �bi� h�� setbox���V���� �ii� �	��m � V � �resume�setbox�

if 	��n� � hssbx � hbx s�� �bi V�i � 	��m���

Fig� 	� PCKS�Machine� First�Class Locations



location � initialised to the value received in argument by makeref� Furthermore�
the box is also given the spine of the continuation of the call of makeref� instead of
the continuation itself as in Figure ��

The analogy between the sets of rules for continuations� dereferences� and as�
signments is striking� Rules unbox to resume�unbox and rules setbox to resume�setbox
match rules invoke to resume�invoke� Let us explain the rules for assignment� similar
comments also apply to rules for dereference� After using rules setref and setref��
both arguments of setref� are collected so as to reach a con�guration of the form
hhbx s�� �bi� h�� setbox���� V ��� �ii� � �with �� initially equal to h�� �i�� Its mean�
ing is that the box hbx s�� �bi is ready to be assigned a value V � and that the
continuation of the assignment is ���

In Figure �� an assignment requires to invoke the continuation held in the box�
According to rule capture� a continuation can be invoked if it is an extension of
the synchronising component of the current continuation� Rule setbox combines
both ideas� an assignment can be performed if the continuation that existed when
the box was created is an extension of the synchronising component of the current
continuation� Such a property is written s� w �� where the operator w is overloaded
for spines as follows�

De�nition  �Spine Extension�
s� w �init� and cons���m�

� �n��� s�� w ��� right��m�
� �n��� if �m�

� �m�
or

s� w ���right��m�
� �n���� �

Let us notice that the spine of a continuation is su�cient to determine whether
a continuation is an extension of another one� Hence� by extending the relation w
to spines� we do not need to capture the entire continuation in rule makeref �as
opposed to what we did in Figure ���

In order to perform an assignment on a box� we have to come down to a situation
where the spine contained in the box is an extension of the synchronising part of
the current continuation� Like continuation invocation� the su�x of the current
continuation can be deleted by rules prune�setbox� susp�setbox� and resume�setbox�
A new data�structure ssbx is used when the operand of a parallel application tries
to assign a box� whereas the operator is not evaluated yet�

� Correctness of the PCKS�machine

��� The P�machine

In order to establish the correctness of the PCKS�machine� we consider the P�
machine� a variant of the PCKS�machine� The major di�erence between the P�
machine and the PCKS�machine is that boxes encapsulate the continuation of the
call of makeref instead of its spine� For the sake of uniformity� we also add an extra
rule� called �init�� which stores the �nal result into a distinguished location ��� Now�
a P�con�guration is said to be �nal when �� contains a value�

Figure � shows rule �init� and a few updated rules concerning boxes� other rules
can be derived easily� Lemma 
 states that the PCKS�machine and the P�machine
are equivalent�

Lemma � Let X � ��

u� evalpcks�X� � evalP�X�� �

Proof Sketch� The proof involves a translation mapping each box hbx �� �bi of the
P�machine to a box hbx s�� �bi of the PCKS�machine� where the continuation � was
replaced by its spine� Then� one can show that each transition of the P�machine can
also be performed by the PCKS�machine� and vice�versa� Hence� their evaluation
relations are the same�



b � Box ��� hbx �� �i �Box�
Loc � f��g � Locl � Locr � Locb

hV� h�initp�� �init�ii�
cks
�� hz� stopi� �	��� � V � �init�

hV� h�� fun makeref�� �ii�
cks
�� hhbx h�� �i� �bi� h�� �ii� �	��b � V � with �b �� DOM�	� �makeref�

hhbx �� �bi� h�� fun deref�� �ii�
cks
�� hhbx �� �bi� h�� unbox�h�� �i��� �ii� �deref�

hhbx �� �bi� h��
�

unbox�h�� �i��� ��ii�
cks
�� h	��b�� h�� �ii� if � w h�initp�� ��i �unbox�

���

and similar rules for setref�

Fig� 
� P�Machine� di�erences with the PCKS�machine

��� Translation of the P�machine

Now let us translate a con�guration of the P�machine into a term of a variant of
Felleisen� Hieb� and Sabry�s �v�CS�calculi

� ��� ��	� whose syntax follows�

De�nition � ��v�CS�

M ��� V j �M M� j �letref  M� �Terms�

V ��� c j x j ��x�M� j �setref� x�� �Values�

c ��� a j d �Constants�

d ��� A j callcc j makeref j deref j setref� j void �Constants�

 ��� �� � � �x� V � � � �� �Local Store�

E� 	 ��� � 	 j �E� 	 M� j �V E� 	� �Evaluation Context�

x � V ars� x� � AssignableV ars� a � Csts

�

The letref construct corresponds to Felleisen and Hieb�s ��	 ��notation where the
store � a �nite function represented as a set� maps assignable variables to values�
The axioms of the �v�CS theory can be found in ���	 pages �
����

Each �pcall M N� creates a speculative process to evaluate N � As soon as the
value of M is obtained� the speculative process becomes mandatory� In order to
know the number of speculative processes or speculative results in a con�guration�
we just need to count the number of pairs ��m� �n� allocated by pcall� such that �m
is empty� As a location �n is aimed at receiving the result of a speculative process�

� We shall use the control axioms of Sabry and Felleisen�s �vCScalculus and the state
axioms of Felleisen and Hieb�s �vCScalculus�



each result being computed �or already computed but unused� ends up in a location
�n� and will be passed to a continuation� thanks to �ret��l�� This idea is embodied
in the concept of target ���� �
	�

De�nition �� �Target� Let M � hP� �i be a con�guration of the P�Machine� A
target� denoted by g� is a pair h�� �i containing a location � and a continuation ��
The set of targets of a con�guration M is de�ned as follows�

� The pair h��� h�initp�� �init�ii is a target of M�
� If there are two locations �m and �n that were allocated by a transition pcall�
such that ���m� � �� then the pair h�n� h�initp�� �� right��m� �n��ii is a
target of M�

Any continuation � that appears in a con�guration is related to a target�

G���	 � gi with gi � h�i� �ii� such that � ws
� �i and ���i� � �

By extension� �rst�class continuations� boxes� and processes are related to targets
according to the same principle�

G� �hco �i	 � G� ��	� G� �hbx �� �i	 � G���	� G��hM��i� 	 � G���	

�

We are now ready to de�ne the translation of a con�guration of the P�machine�
The essence of the translation is to associate each active process �and each unused
speculative result� with a term of the �v�CS�calculus� composed of a local store
�within a letref� and an initial continuation� De�nition 

 relies on three mutually
recursive translation functions appearing in De�nitions 
�� 
�� and 
��

De�nition �� �Machine Translation� Let M � hP� �i be a P�con�guration�
Let fg�� � � � � gng be the targets of the machine� and let fk�� � � � � kng be their as�
sociated fresh variables such that �g maps each target gi to a variable ki� Let
fb�� � � � � bmg be the boxes allocated in con�guration M� and let fxb� � � � � � xbmg be
their associated fresh assignable variables� such that �b maps each box bi to an
assignable variable xbi � The translation of the machine M is a set of terms� ob�
tained as follows for each target gi�


� For any active process hM��i� associated with target gi � G���	� there exists a
term callcc�ki��letref  P

�g��b
� ��hM��i		�� with  � �� � � �xbj T

�g��b
� �����bj �		� � � ���

for each box bj � hbx �j � �bj i such that �b�bj� � xbj and G� �bj 	 � gi�
�� For any non empty location �i associated with target gi� there exists a term

callcc�ki��letref  T
�g��b
� �����i�		�� with  � �� � � �xbj T

�g��b
� �����bj �		� � � ��� for each

box bj � hbx �j � �bj i such that �b�bj� � xbj and G��bj 	 � gi�

�

De�nition �� �Process Translation� P
�g��b
� ��hM��i� 		 � C

�g��b
� ���� T

�g��b
� ��M 				�

De�nition �� �Term Translation�

T �g��b
� ���pcall M N�		 � �T �g��b

� ��M 		 T �g��b
� ��N 		�

T �g��b
� ���M N�		 � �T �g��b

� ��M 		 T �g��b
� ��N 		�

T �g��b
� ���x �M 		 � �x �T �g��b

� ��M 		

T �g��b
� ��c		 � c



T �g��b
� ��x 		 � x

T �g ��b
� ��hco �i		 � �v�A �ki C

�g��b
� ���� v		� with ki � �g�gi�

if gi � G�hco �i	 and with v �� FV �C
�g��b
� ���� � 			�

T �g ��b
� ��hbx �b� �bi		 � xb if G�hbx �b� �bi	 � fxb� gbg

T �g��b
� ��hsco hco �i V i		 � �T �g��b

� ��hco �i		 T �g��b
� ��V 		�

T �g��b
� ��hsubx � bi		 � ��v� C�g��b� ��su�x����� v		� �deref T

�g��b
� ��b		�

T �g ��b
� ��hssbx � b V i		 � �begin �setref� T

�g��b
� ��b		 T

�g ��b
� ��V 		�

C
�g��b
� ��su�x����� void		 �

�

De�nition �� �Continuation Translation�

C����h�� �i�M �� � N
�g��b
� �����

�g ��b
� ���� ��M ����

�
�g��b
� ���� arg N�� ��M �� � �

�g ��b
� ���� �� �M T

�g��b
� ��N �����

�
�g��b
� ���� fun V �� ��M �� � �

�g ��b
� ���� �� �T

�g��b
� ��V �� M���

�
�g��b
� ���� left��m� �n�N��� ��M �� � �

�g ��b
� ���� �� �M T

�g��b
� ��N �����

�
�g��b
� ���� unbox����� ��M �� � �

�g ��b
� ���� �� ���v�C

�g��b
� ���d� v��� �deref M����

with �d � f� n h�� �ig

�
�g��b
� ���� setbox���V ��� ��M �� � �

�g ��b
� ���� �� �begin �setref� T

�g��b
� ��V �� M�

C
�g��b
� ���d� void���

��

with �d � f� n h�� �ig

�
�g ��b
� ���initp�� ��M �� � M

N
�g��b
� ���init��M �� � M

N
�g��b
� ���� right��m� �n���M �� � if 	��m���� then C������ �T

�g��b
� ��	��m��� M��� else M

�

The di�erence of two continuations �� and �� is de�ned if �� is a pre�x of ���
the di�erence is the part of the continuation �� that should be �appended to ��
to obtain ���

De�nition �	 �Continuation Di�erence�

fh��� ��i n h��� ��ig �

�
hf�� n� ��g� �init�i if �� � ��
h��� �f�� n h��� ��ig right��m� �n��i if �� � ��� right��m� �n��

f�� n� ��g � �initp� if �� � ��

f�� left��m� �n�N�� n� �
�g � �f� n� �g left��m� �n�N��

f�� fun V � n� �
�g � �f� n� �g fun V �

f�� arg N� n� �
�g � �f� n� �g arg N�

f�� unbox���� n� �
�g � �f� n� �g unbox����

f�� setbox���V �� n� �
�g � �f� n� �g setbox���V ��

�



The su�x of a continuation � is de�ned as the di�erence of � and the continu�
ation of its target� formally de�ned as follows�

De�nition �
 �Continuation Su�x� su�x���� � f � n �i g if gi � h�i� �ii �
G� ��	� �

We now have the tools to prove the equivalence of the P�machine and the �v�CS�
calculus� The correctness of the PCKS�machine will follow by Lemma 
�

��� Equivalence of the P�machine and the �v�CS�calculus

The goal of this section is to prove that the evaluation functions of the P�machine
and the �v�CS�calculus are the same� We proceed in two steps �i� we establish that
if the P�machine gives an answer A� so does the �v�CS�calculus� �ii� we prove that
when the �v�CS�calculus gives an answer� the P�machine returns the same answer�

As in ��
	� we de�ne a translation function S��X		� which returns the sequential
version of a program X by removing all annotations pcall� Such a function is essen�
tially the identity function� except for �pcall M N�� which is translated in �M N��

The �rst proposition is established by proving that each transition of the P�
machine corresponds to a provable equality in the �v�CS�theory� Intuitively� Lemma
� states that two terms corresponding to the same target are equal in the theory�
up to the substitution of free continuation variables�

Lemma � Let Mt � hPt� �ti be a P�con�guration obtained after t transitions� Let
fg�� � � � � gntg be the targets of the machine� Let eit be the term that appears in the
translation of M for target git �

Let Ms � hPs� �si be a con�guration obtained after s transitions� with s � t�
Let eis be the term associated with target gis in the translation of Ms� such that
gis � git � We have that

�v�CS 	 eisfcu�kug
� � eit

for all variables ku� such that �s�gu� � ku��t�gu� � ���s�gv� � �t�gv� � kv� and
cu � T

�gt��bt
�t ��hco �ui		� �

Proof� See Appendix A

From Lemma �� we can deduce that if the evaluation relation of the P�machine
returns an answer� the �v�CS�calculus will also return the same answer�

Lemma � Let X � ��

u� if evalP�X� � A� then evalv�CS�S��X		� � A� �

Proof� If evalP�X� � A� then there exists an initial con�guration Mi �
hfhX� h�initp�� �init�ii�g� �ii� and a �nal con�guration Mf � hPf � �f i� such that
Unload��f ����	 � A� and such that Mi ��P

�Mf � By Lemma �� withMs the initial
con�guration� and Mt the �nal one� we have that

�v�CS 	 S��X		 � �letref  T
�gf ��bf
�f ���f ����		�

if we consider the terms associated to target h��� h�initp�� �init�ii in Ms and Mt�
So evalv�CS�S��X		� � A�

In order to establish the opposite proposition� we rely on the fact that the
�v�CS�calculus and the CKS�machine ��� �	 have the same evaluation functions�
Let us now prove that the P�machine is able to simulate the CKS�machine using a
mandatory reduction strategy�

We de�ne a subrelation of the transition relation of the P�machine� which only
allows the mandatory process to perform transitions� This relation de�nes a sequen�
tial evaluation function of the P�machine and is formally stated as follows�



De�nition �� ���S
P � Let Mi and Mj be two con�gurations of the P�machine�

Mi � hPi� �ii� Mj � hPj � �ji�

There exists a mandatory transition between Mi and Mj � written Mi ��S
P Mj �

if there exists a process pk of the form hM��i�k in Pi with � ws
�i
h�initp�� �init�i�

and a set of processes Ppk � such that hpk� �ii �p hPpk � �ji� and Pj � Pi nfpkg�Ppk �

We write ��S
P

�

to denote the re�exive� transitive closure of ��S
P � �

The evaluation function that schedules the mandatory process is de�ned as follows�

De�nition � �evalSP� Let X and A be a program and an answer� We have that
evalSP�X� � A if there exists a �nal con�guration Mf � hPf � �f i such that �f ����
is a value with Unload��f ����	 � A� and such that� for the initial con�guration
Minit � hfhM� h�initp�� �init�ii��g� �ii�

Minit ��S
P

�

Mf �

�

Now we can establish that the P�machine is able to simulate the CKS�machine�

Lemma � Let X � ��
u� eval

S
P�X� � evalcks�S��X		�� �

Proof Sketch� The proof ���	 involves a translation that maps every state of the
P�machine �evaluated according to the sequential evaluation function� into a state
of the CKS�machine�

We are now ready to prove the soundness of the P�machine with respect to the
�v�CS�calculus�

Theorem � Let X � ��

u� evalP�X� � evalv�CS�S��X		�� �

Proof� We have established that if evalP�X� � A then evalv�CS�S��X		� � A in
Lemma �� Let us now prove that if evalv�CS�S��X		� � A� then evalP�X� � A�

If evalv�CS�S��X		� � A� then using Felleisen and Friedman�s Theorem � ��	�
Corollary ��� and Theorem ��
 ��	� we conclude that evalcks�S��X		� � A� Using
Lemma �� we deduce that evalSP�X� � A� Since the relation ��S

P is a subset of ��P �
we conclude that evalP�X� � A�

Hence� we derive the soundness of the PCKS�machine�

Theorem � Let X � ��

u� evalpcks�X� � evalv�CS�S��X		�� �

Proof� By transitivity from Lemma 
 and Theorem 
�

In addition� we establish that the PCKS�machine is faithful to the CKS�machine�

Theorem � Let X � ��

u� evalpcks�X� � evalcks�S��X		�� �

Proof� From Theorem �� and Felleisen and Friedman�s Theorem � ��	� Corollary ���
and Theorem ��
 ��	�



� Discussion and Related Work

The �rst contribution of this paper is a reorganisation scheme of the continuation
of a process in two components�� A major consequence of this reorganisation is that
sequential programs can be executed on the PCKS�Machine as e�ciently	 as on a
sequential CK�S��Machine ��� �	� In addition� the invocation of a continuation is
also fast in parallel programs for two reasons� On the one hand� the side�condition
of rule invoke can be implemented e�ciently because the test �� w �� only requires
to compare locations �and not their contents in shared memory�� Furthermore� this
test is bounded by the length of the continuation ��� which is the number of nested
parallel calls that were performed when the continuation was captured� In the case
of coarse grain parallelism� this number is relatively small� On the other hand�
rule prune�invoke is able to delete a local continuation in a single step� without
considering the codes that it contains�

The second contribution is the extension of the PCKS�Machine to side�e�ects�
Again here� we see the bene�ts of the reorganisation of the continuation since similar
patterns can be observed for the rules for continuations� dereferences� and assign�
ments�

The reader might wonder whether parallelism can really exist for an annotated
program with side�e�ects and continuations� The condition to perform an e�ect
�continuation invocation or side�e�ect� is that the current continuation must be a
pre�x of the �e�ect continuation �i�e� the continuation to invoke� or the contin�
uation that existed when a box was created�� If this condition is not satis�ed� a
pruning rule should be used� and possibly a suspend rule which sequentialises the
program�

Sequentialisations of expressions can be avoided if e�ects remain �local� by this�
we mean that if an expression creates a continuation �or box� and uses it internally�
it can be evaluated in parallel with other expressions without synchronising� Such a
property is nothing else but the abstraction principle� outside a function� we cannot
observe synchronisations stemming from e�ects performed on objects created locally
by the function�

Now let us examine some details of the PCKS�Machine which could be im�
proved to provide more parallelism� A strong assumption in the machine is that
CKS�transitions �De�nition 
� must be performed atomically� This is a high�level
of atomicity� for instance� rule suspend�invoke performs two accesses to shared mem�
ory locations and a test w� Even though the semantics proposed in �
�	 does not
deal with side�e�ects and sequentialises computations when continuations are in�
voked in an upward way� some ideas can hold our attention� In particular� each
pair of locations ��m� �n� allocated by rule pcall is considered as a critical section�
Therefore� several transitions can be performed together if they concern di�erent
critical sections�

There is a source of centralisation in rules pcall and makeref� where a unique
location is allocated� If several processors run in parallel� they will have to consult
each other when such rules are executed� However� allocation of fresh locations can

� In ��	�� two continuations were also used but for another reason� There� continuations
were represented as regular abstractions� Since abstractions hide their bodies� introspec
tive predicate like� �is a pre�x of�� are di�cult to implement� A second continuation
uncovering some internal information was used to compute such a predicate�

	 In a purely sequential program� the invoked continuation is necessarily rei�ed by the
current process� which is the single one� Hence� the test h�� �i w h�initp�� ��i is quickly
performed because � and �� are the same and any � is always an extension of �initp��



be decentralised if we assume that each processor has a unique name and that
each processor is responsible of a pool of shared memory� We just have to de�ne a
location as a pair� processor name � local address� which uniquely names a location
in the addressable space of shared memory� With such a scheme� locations can be
allocated locally on each processor�

We could easily add an environment ��	� which would give more a realistic im�
plementation than substitution� We have not done it here so as to reduce the rules
length�

We have proposed a semantics of Scheme programs annotated for parallelism
by fork and pcall� A static analysis could certainly improve the parallel execution
of programs� Flanagan and Felleisen �
�	 use the set�based program analysis �
�	
to perform a �touch optimisation� that is� to remove the touch operation� when it
can be predicted at compile�time that the touch argument will be di�erent from a
placeholder� Two similar optimisations could be performed here� If we can predict
that an application site only invokes continuations that are extensions of the current
synchronising continuation� we can avoid to perform the test that appears in rule in�
voke� Similarly� if we can predict that the argument of a deref �or the �rst argument
of a setref�� is a box whose spine is an extension of the current synchronising con�
tinuation� deref and setref� could be replaced by their unsafe versions� Furthermore�
two processes reading a location do not need to synchronise� expressions should be
sequentialised only when read�write or write�write con�icts can occur� A possible
output of a static analysis could be Jade�s access declarations� Rinard and Lam�s
Jade ���� ��	 is a declarative language designed to express access information about
data shared by tasks in a coarse�grain parallel program� The semantics guarantees
that the parallel and sequential executions of Jade�� programs compute the same
results�

Now� let us compare our approach with other parallel implementations of Scheme
or Lisp� MultiLisp �

	 certainly is the implementation that philosophically is the
closest to our� It is also based on annotations that specify which expressions can
be evaluated in parallel� The annotation is called future and its semantics in a
purely functional language was stated by Flanagan and Felleisen �
�	� Preserving
the transparency of future in the presence of �rst�class continuations has been
problematic �
�� 

	� Katz and Weise �
�	 proposed an evaluation schema that was
implemented by Feeley ��	� The case of future and side�e�ects was also studied by
Tinker and Katz ��
	 in their Paratran system� But the combination of �rst�class
continuations and side�e�ects in a parallel language based on the annotation future
has never been investigated before�

Tinker� Katz� and Weise�s ��
� 
�	 de�nitions of future have in common that
they perform e�ects optimistically or speculatively � In Paratran� side�e�ects are per�
formed optimistically� a run�time system detects data dependency violations and is
able to correct them by restoring a previous state by a roll�back mechanism� Simi�
larly� continuations in �
�	 are speculatively invoked� a complementary mechanism�
called legitimacy link� is able to detect which result is compatible with the sequential
semantics� This approach has some runtime cost �due to unrolling and dependen�
cies detections�� moreover� it can generate too many speculative computations� Our
approach is totally opposite to theirs because it consists in performing e�ects non�
speculatively � that is� only when these e�ects are guaranteed not to infringe the
sequential semantics�

�� Rinard and Lam deal with an imperative language without closures or control operators�
their approach should �rst be extended to a Schemelike language�



Halstead �

� page 
�	 proposed three criteria for the semantics of parallel con�
structs and continuations in parallel Scheme� Not only does our semantics satisfy
them� but also can these criteria be extended to side�e�ects�

Queinnec ���	 proposed a coherency protocol for shared mutable variables in a
distributed dialect of Scheme� called ICSLAS ���	� The protocol ensures that a side�
e�ect perceived by a thread cannot be ignored by the threads of its continuations�
However� Queinnec�s goal di�ers from ours because parallelism is not provided by
annotations for parallelism� and the sequential result of a program is not expected
to be preserved�

Ito� Matsui� and Seino �
�� 
�	 give the semantics of PaiLisp� a parallel dialect
of Lisp with �rst�class continuations� Their goal is also di�erent from ours because
their primitives for parallelism add expressiveness to the sequential core� like for
instance parallel�or �

� Conclusion

We have presented the PCKS�Machine� a parallel abstract machine that evaluates
Scheme programs annotated by pcall and fork� The PCKS�Machine is proved
to be correct since annotated expressions are observationally equivalent to their
non�annotated counterparts�

The PCKS�Machine has both theoretical and practical impacts� it is a semantics
of annotation�based parallel Scheme� and it is a guideline to implement a parallel
version of Scheme with such annotations� As far as parallel programs are concerned�
the PCKS�Machine supports both �rst�class continuations and side�e�ects� Paral�
lelism is provided in the presence of such e�ect when they remain local�

In future work� we plan to study the annotation future using the pcall and
set� constructs as Queinnec ���� 

	� Several static analysis of parallel programs
have also been suggested in Section � in order to improve the e�ciency of e�ects�
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A Proof of Lemma �

We proceed by induction on the length of the reduction and by case on the last
transition Ms ��PMt� We also prove the following invariants� For any process of
the form hV� h��� unbox�h�� �i��� ��ii� � the following properties hold�

h�� �i ws
� h�

�� ��i �
�

C�g��b� ��h�� �i� � 			 � N �g��b
� ����� � �g ��b

� ����� ��� C�g��b� ��fh�� �i n h��� ��ig� � 							 ���

Similar invariants also hold for the continuation code setbox�
We only consider typical transitions� �capture�� �invoke�� �prune�invoke� deal with

continuations� �makeref�� �unbox�� �prune�unbox�� and �susp�unbox� concern boxes�
�stopl� uses the induction on the length of the reduction� The other cases are either
similar to the ones presented or can be found in ���	�

�capture� We have that �gs � �gt and �s � �t� Let gi be the target of process 	 �
with �gs�gi� � �gt�gi� � ki� There exist a store  and an evaluation context



E� 	� such that

eis � callcc�ki��letref  E�callcc T �gs��bs
�s

��V 			�

eit � callcc�ki��letref  E�T
�gt��bt
�t

��V 		 T �gt��bt
�t

��hco h�� �ii			�

with E� 	 � N
�gs��bs
� ���� �

�gs��bs
� ���� �� � 					� Furthermore� T

�gt��bt
�t ��hco h�� �ii		 �

�v�A�ki C
�gt��bt
�t ��h�� �i� v		� � �v�A�ki E�v	� because the evaluation context E� 	

was de�ned as E� 	 � C
�gs��bs
�s ��h�� �i� � 			 � C

�gt��bt
�t ��h�� �i� � 			�

Therefore �v�CS 	 eis � eit by �Clift�� �Cidem�� and ��C� ��	�
�invoke� We have that �gs � �gt and �s � �t� Let gi � h�i� �ii be the target of

process 	 � with �gs�gi� � �gt�gi� � ki� As hco h�� �ii is accessible by the process
	 � the target gj � h�j � �ji � G� �hco h�� �ii	 is such that �i w �j � By hypothesis�
we have h�� �i w �i� Therefore� we have h�� �i w �i w �j and h�� �i ws

�s
�j �

which implies h�� �i ws
�s

�i ws
�s

�j � Since �i and �j are both continuations of

targets then �i � �j � Hence� there exist two evaluation contexts E�
s � 	 and E

�
s � 	�

such that�

eis � callcc�ki��letref  E
�

s ���v�Aki�E
�

s �v	�� T
�gs��bs
�s

��V 			�

� callcc�ki��letref  E
�

s �Aki�E
�

s �T
�gs��bs
�s

��V 			�	� by �
v�

� callcc�ki��letref  E
�

s �T
�gs��bs
�s

��V 			� by �Ccur�

eit � callcc�ki��letref  C
�gt��bt
�t

��h�� �i� T �gt��bt
�t

��V 				�

with E�

s � 	 � N
�gs��bs
� ����� �

�gs��bs
� ����� ��� � 					

E�

s � 	 � N
�gs��bs
� ���� �

�gs��bs
� ���� �� � 					

So we have �v�CS 	 eis � eit�
�prune�invoke� We have that �gs � �gt and �s � �t� Let gi be the target of process

	 with ��gi� � ki� Let gj � h�j � �ji � G�s �h�� �i	 be the target of the �rst�
class continuation� with �gs�gj� � kj � We have that kj �� ki because h�� �i �w
h�initp�� �ii� with �i � �h���� ��i right��m� �n��� There exist a store  and three
evaluation contexts E�

s � 	� E
�

s � 	� and E�

s � 	 such that�

eis � callcc�ki� �letref 
E�
s �T

�gs��bs
�s ���s��m�		 E�

s ���v�A�kj E
�
s �v	�� T

�gs��bs
�s ��V 				�

eit � callcc�ki��letref  E
�

t ���v�A�kj E
�

t �v	�� T �gt��bt
�t

��V 			�

with E�

s � 	 � C
�gs��bs
�s ��h���� ��i� � 			 � E�

t � 	
E�
s � 	 � �

�gs��bs
� ����� �i� � 			

E�

s � 	 � �
�gs��bs
� ���� �� � 			 � E�

t

We have that �v�CS 	 eis � eit by �Ccur�� �
v�� �abort�� Note that we use the
fact that the continuation is represented by an abortive function� If we had used
Sabry and Felleisen�s representation ��v�kjE

�

s �v	�� it would have been di�cult
to detect the use of a continuation because kj can be free in ei�

�makeref� We have that �gs��gt� and �bt��bs�b � xb	 with b �� Dom��bs�� and
b � hbx h�� �i� �i� Let gi be the target of process 	 � with �gs�gi� � �gt�gi� � ki�
Therefore� the target of the box b de�ned as G�s �b	 is also gi� There exists an
evaluation context E� 	 such that�

eis � callcc�ki��letref s E��makeref T �gs��bs
�s

��V 		�	�

� callcc�ki��letref s E��letref ��xb T
�gs��bs
�s

��V 		��xb�	� by �makeref�

� callcc�ki��letref t E�xb	� by �letreflift�� with t � s � f�xb T
�gs��bs
�s ��V 		�g

� eit



�deref� We have �gs��gt� �bs��bt� and �s � �t� Let b be the box hbx �� �i� with
�gs�b� � �gt�b� � xb� Let gi be the target of process 	 � with �gs�gi� � �gt�gi� �
ki� There exists an evaluation context E� 	 such that

eis � callcc�ki��letref  E��deref xb�	�

eit � callcc�ki��letref  E���v�v� �deref xb�	�

So we have �v�CS 	 eis � eit by �
���
The invariants 
 and � are satis�ed because � � �� and � � ���

�unbox� We have �bs��bt� �gs��gt� and �s � �t� Let b be the box hbx �� �i� with
�gs�b� � �gt�b� � xb� Let gi be the target of the process 	 with �gs�gi� � ki�
The target of b is G�s �b	 � G�s ��	 � G�s �h�initp�� �

�i	 � gi
There exist a store  and two evaluation contexts E�

s � 	 and E�

s � 	 such that�

eis � �callcc�ki� �letref  E
�

s ���vE
�

s �v	� �deref xb�	��

with  � �� � � �xb T
�gs��bs
�s ���s���		� � � ��� and where

E�

s � 	 � N
�gs��bs
� ����� �

�gs��bs
� ����� ��� � 					

E�

s � 	 � C�gs��bs�s
��fh�� �i n h��� ��ig� � 			

There exists an evaluation context E�

t � 	 such that�

eit � �callcc�ki� �letref  E
�

t �T
�gt��bt
�t

���t���			��

where E�

t � 	 � N
�gs��bs
� ���� �

�gs��bs
� ���� �� � 					� So we have that �v�CS 	 eis � eit

because the invariants 
� � guarantee that E�

s �E
�

s � 		 � C
�gs��bs
�s ��h�� �i� � 			 � E�

t � 	�
�prune�unbox� We have �bs��bt� �gs��gt� and �s � �t� Let b be the box hbx �� �i�

with �gs�b� � �gt�b� � xb� Let gi be the target of the process 	 with �gs�gi� � ki�
There exist three evaluation contexts E�

s � 	� E
�

s � 	� and E�

s � 	 such that�

eis � �callcc�ki� �letref  E
�

s �T
�gs��bs
�s

���s��m�		 E
�

s ���r�E
�

s �r	� �deref xb�		��

where E�
s � 	 � C

�gs��bs
�s ��h���� ��i� � 			 � N

�gs��bs
� ����� �

�gs��bs
� ������ ��� � 					

E�

s � 	 � �
�gs��bs
� ����� ��� � 			

E�

s � 	 � C
�gs��bs
�s ��fh�� �i n h��� ��ig� � 			

with �� � �h���� ��i right��m� �n��� Similarly� there exist three evaluation con�
texts E�

t � 	� E
�
t � 	� and E�

t � 	

eit � �callcc�ki� �letref  E
�

t �E
�

t ���r�E
�

t �r	� �deref xb�		��

where E�

t � 	 � N
�gt��bt
� ����� � 			

E�

t � 	 � �
�gt��bt
� ������ ��� � 			

E�

t � 	 � C
�gs��bs
�s ��fh�� �i n h���� ��ig� � 			

So� we have E�

s � 	 � E�

t �E
�

t 	 and E�

t � 	 � T
�gs��bs
�s ���s��m�		 E

�

s �E
�

s � 		� It results
that �v�CS 	 eis � eit because �v�CS 	 E����r�E��r	�M 	 � ���r�E��E��r		�M�
by applying �
�

�� to both sides� The invariants 
� � are also preserved�
�susp�unbox� We have �bs��bt� �gs��gt� and �t � �s��n 
 hsubx �� hbx �� �iiV 	�

Let gi be the target of the process 	 � with gi � h�n� h�initp�� �iii� with �gs�gi� �
ki� and with �i � �h���� ��i right��m� �n��� Let bj be the box hbx �� �i� with
�b�bj� � xbj � and G�s �bj 	 � gbj � gbj �� gi�



There exist two evaluation contexts E�

s and E�

s such that�

eis � �callcc�ki��letref  E
�

s ����r�E
�

s �r	� �deref xbj ��	��

with E�

s � 	 � �
�gs��bs
� ����� �i� � 			 and E�

s � 	 � C
�gs��bs
�s ��fh�� �i n h��� �iig� � 			� On

the other hand� we have

eit � �callcc�ki��letref  T
�gt��bt
�t

��hsubx h�� �i hbx �� �ii		��

with T �gt��bt
�t

��hsubx h�� �i bi		

� ���r�C�gt��bt�t
��su�x�t�h�� �i�� r		� �deref xb��

� ���r�C�gt��bt�t
��fh�� �i n h�initp�� �iig� r		� �deref xb��

because h�� �i ws
�t
h��� �ii w

s
�t
h�initp�� �ii using the invariants�

� ���v�E�

s �E
�

s �v		� �deref xb��

Therefore �v�CS 	 eis � eit by �
���
�stopl� Let gi � h�i� �ii be the target of process 	 with �gs�gi� � ki� Let gj be the

target with continuation �j � h�initp�� �h�� �i right��m� �n��i in con�guration
Ms� After transition� target gj disappears inMt� So we have� �g �� gj � �gt�g� �
�gs�g�� �gs�gj� � kj � and �gt�gj� is not de�ned� �t � �s��m 
 V 	�
In Ms there is a process hM �� ��i with �� ws

�s
�j � There exist two evaluation

contexts E�
s � 	 and E�

s � 	� such that�

eis � callcc�ki��letref is E
�

s �T
�gs��bs
�s

��V 		 T �gs��bs
�s

��N 			�

ejs � callcc�kj ��letref js E
�

s �T
�gs��bs
�s

��M �			�

with E�

s � 	 � N
�gs��bs
� ���� �

�gs��bs
� ���� �� � 					

E�

s � 	 � C�gs��bs�s
����� � 			

The process hM �� ��i that was active in Ms remains active in Mt� but now�
�� ws

�t
�i� There exists an evaluation context E�

t � 	� such that

eit � callcc�ki��letref it E
�

t �T
�gt��bt
�t

��M �			�

with E�
t � C

�gt��bt
�t ����� � 			� Let s� be the transition pcall that allocated locations

�m and �n� By inductive hypothesis� we have that

callcc�kj ��letref � T
�gs� ��bs�
�s ��N 		�fcu�kvg

�

� callcc�kj ��letref � T
�gs��bs
�s

��N 		�

� callcc�kj ��letref jsE
�

s �T
�gs��bs
�s

��M �			�

with kj �� FV �T
�gs� ��bs�
�s ��N 		�� with ku� kv such that �gu� gv� �gs��gu� � �gs�gu� �

ku� �gs��gv� � kv� �gs�gv� � �� with �v ws
�s

�u� and cu � T
�gs��bs
�s ��hco �vi		�

Therefore� we can deduce that

eis

� callcc�ki��letref is E
�
s �T

�gs��bs
�s ��V �� T

�gs��bs
�s ��N ����

� callcc�ki��letref is E
�
s �T

�gs��bs
�s ��V �� callcc�kj ��letref 	 T

�gs��bs
�s ��N �����

by �Celim� and �letrefelim�

� callcc�ki��letref is E
�
s �T

�gs��bs
�s ��V �� callcc�kj ��letref js E

�
s �T

�gs��bs
�s ��M ������� by IH



� callcc�ki��letref is E
�
s �T

�gs��bs
�s ��V �� �letref js E

�
s �T

�gs��bs
�s ��M �����fcj�kjg��

by �Clift�� ��v�� and �Cidem� with cj � ��v�A�kiE
�
s �T

�gs��bs
�s ��V �� v���

� callcc�ki��letref is � j
�

s E
�
s �T

�gs��bs
�s ��V �� E�

s �T
�gs��bs
�s ��M ����fcj�kjg��

by �letreflift� with j
�

s
� jsfcj�kjg

� eit
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